EUROPEAN AGRICULTURAL FUND FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT: Europe
investing in rural areas
Project "Tourinnovation" contract N 26/313/00062/03.08.2012, funded by the Rural
Development Fund 2007 - 2013 with 253,752 BGN

TOURIST GUIDE
If you are an avid eco-traveler who wants to feel and enjoy:
• excellent local organic products and the famous Merlot from Stambolovo;
• tourist attractions, complemented by pastoral landscapes and rich natural heritage;
• the dynamics and entrepreneurship of the local people, as reflected in their life and soul;
• Heritage provided by local traditions and customs;
• Ancient culture stored in various Thracian and medieval sites.
Visit the tourist sites of Stambolovo municipality to find some of the most beautiful places in the
Eastern Rhodopes!
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The visit will provide you the opportunity to roam freely around the numerous wooded hills and
fertile fields, intersected by river channels and

reservoirs.
Touching the places that few people know you will satisfy your research interest, you will find
the charm of the Rhodope sights and learn the most interesting facts about them.
To select the most suitable route for you and your companions, check in advance the sites and
their features.

CONTENTS
General information;
• Cultural and historical sites;
• Environmental sites;
• Religious sites;
• Wine tourism sites;
• Accommodation;
• Hiking Trails;
• Useful information.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Stambolovo municipality is located in Haskovo District, which is in southern Bulgaria, not far
from the borders with Greece and Turkey (75-80 km), which defines its key geographic location.
Through its territory pass pan-European transport corridors (PETC) № 4, № 9 and № 10, which
are the fastest and most direct routes connecting Western and Central Europe with Istanbul and
North Europe with the Mediterranean. They are an excellent opportunity for easy access for
tourist visits. The brand new Makaza Check point will further improve its relationship with the
border areas of Greece.

Stambolovo municipality is located south of the town of Haskovo, which is situated in the
northeastern part of the Eastern Rhodopes. It is a boundary between the Districts Haskovo and
Kardzhali and has an area of 277 sq. km. The municipality extends from Haskovo plane to Arda
and is located 22 km from the regional center. To the south through the river Arda it borders
Municipality Krumovgrad, on the east with the municipality of Madjarovo and on the the north the municipalities of Haskovo and Harmanli and to the west - with the municipality of
Kardzhali.
Stambolovo Municipality consists of 26 settlements with a total population of 5,934 inhabitants
(2/1/11, National Statistical Institute). The municipal road network consists of fourth and third
class roads with a total length of over 135 km.
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The climate in Stambolovo Municipality is temperate. Winters are relatively mild with minimum
temperatures of 0 to minus 5-7 degrees Celsius. Summer is sunny and hot, with maximum
temperatures reaching 35 to 37 degrees. The average winter temperature is around 0 degrees
Celsius and in summer - 25 degrees.

Arda River is the deepest river in the Rhodopes. It runs through the wondrous beautiful areas,
forming canyons with many meanders. The steep and inaccessible slopes of Arda are perched
with dozens of villages where the houses have unique architecture, and the people living here
have customs and traditions that remain preserved for centuries. In the valley of Arda there are
remains of dozens of Thracian tombs, temples and Byzantine fortresses. They have defended the
most important traffic artery connecting Central and Eastern Rhodopes with Byzantium. There is
no settlement, the study of which hasn’t revealed tombs, fortresses and Thracian rock tombs and
sanctuaries.
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Cultural and historical sites

Name of site

Location in the
municipality

Short description/features

Cultural sites in the
municipality Stambolovo
Natural landmark Rock niches The village of Dolno
Cherkovishte
"Copper Stone" (Kovan
Kaya)

Trapezoidal niches located on the
left bank of the river Arda in the
area Kovan Kaya, on the
calcareous rock.

Thracian rock tombs

The village of Dolno
Cherkovishte

Located near the rock "bin-Kaya".

“Priest Martin’s hole”

The village of Dolno
Cherkovishte

It is opposite the rock "Kovan
Kaya" on the hill "Kara-kuz"
south of the iron bridge. The tomb
is rectangular with a length of 2.75
m, 1,50 m width and 1,80 m
height

„The Lion Rock “

The village of Dolno
Cherkovishte

Thracian sanctuary in the area Aul
Kaya
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Тhracian tomb

The village of Pchelari In the area "Bin Kaya" there are
traces of 6 tombs. They are
embedded in the upper part of the
array and are covered with a large
stone blocks. The most impressive
is the Tomb "Kara in" - 2.5 km
southeast of the village.

Ancient and medieval fortress
"Asara" (Ephraim) in later
years was known as Kale or
Catal Kaya

The village of Rabovo • Remains of a medieval fortress
Asara, which impresses with the
cleverly built fortress among
inaccessible rocks.

Thracian fortress “Kralev peak” The village of Kralevo Dispersed and poorly preserved
remains of fortress walls, pottery.
Esstern Rhodopaen ridge Chala The village of Kralevo Thracian cult complex, necropolis
and sanctuaries. Remnants of the
fortress.
Тhracian sharapani

The village of Dolno
Botevo , the village of
Pchelari, the village of
Kralevo

Sharapana or rock hole, used for
wine production. There are
hypotheses that they have been
used in mining.

Late Roman and medieval
fortress Chala

The village of Goliam Thracian cult complex, necropolis
Izvor
and sanctuaries. Remnants of the
fortress.

Thracian fortress Hambarlak
telesi (Hambarlak)

The village of
Popovetz

Dispersed and poorly preserved
remains of fortress walls

Тhracian fortresses „Chamlak
kaysy “ and “Sara kaya ”

The village of Byal
Kladenetz

Dispersed and poorly preserved
remains of fortress walls

Sevensided Muslim tomb

The village of Kralevo There was buried the Muslim
saint Ali and every year on
Hadarles (May 6th) it is visited by
Shia Muslims, Sunni Muslims and
Christians.

ENVIRONMENTAL SITES
Nmae of site

Location

Short description / features

Environmental sites in
Stambolovo Municipality
Protected
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area

(PA) Situated in the Eastern

The reservoir, created in the rock gorge of the river

„Studen
Protected area

Arda, is characterized by its vertical rocks, its steep
town of Kardzhali and shores, surrounded by high mountain ridges. A
the villages Rabovo and considerable part of the site is occupied by rock
complexes, single rocks and rocky talus covered
Studen Kladenetz
with sparse vegetation. Elsewhere in the region
there are open spaces occupied by farmlands and
meadows covered with xerothermal grasslands
dominated by Dichanthium ischaemum, bulbosa /
Poa bulbosa / etc. About two-thirds of the
mountains around the lake are covered with
secondary mixed deciduous forests.
On the territory of Studen Kladenetz are found
219 bird species. 103 of the found species are of
European conservation concern (SPEC) (BirdLife
International, 2004). As globally endangered in
category SPEC1are included 12 species, threatened
in Europe in Category SPEC2 - 27 species, in
SPEC3 - 64 species.

kladenetz“ Rhodopes among the

Abrasive wells

The abrasive wells
cover the border
territory of the
municipality of
Stambolovo,
Krumovgrad (village
Studen Kladenetz).
Located near the dam "
Studen Kladenetz ".

Protected area
„EASTERN
RHODOPES”

Encompasses lands or
parts of 235
communities included
within the
administrative
boundaries of 11
municipalities in three
districts.

The rocks along the river valley are lava from
volcanic activity which took place in the area
millions of years ago. Some of the craters have
been partially destroyed by the waters of the
river. Debris, carried by the rapid water, when
meeting with rocks, acquire spin by scraping
into the surrounding rock and gradually begin
to corrode them. A recess is shaped, which,
over the years, is increased. So in this way
appeared large holes in the rocks, called in
geology "abrasive wells."
Unspoiled nature, varied flora and fauna,
natural attractions, rich history and culture,
colorful palette of traditions and customs
provides excellent conditions for tourism.
The diversity of species, habitats and
landscapes throughout the municipality
Stambolovo is very rich. Communities and
populations of many species of European and
worldwide significance have been preserved.
Rare and endangered plant and animal species,
endemic and relict species can be found. The
variety of valuable medicinal plants is great.

In the municipality
Stambolovo the PA
occupies lands along
the Arda River and
adjacent lands on the
Undoubtedly the most interesting from a
left bank downstream of
conservation perspective are birds, mostly for
the dam "Studen
which protected areas and territories have been
Kladenetz".
declared. Interesting are two species of
tortoises, colonies of bats, deposits of lady's
hair, a few species of orchids and more.
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Protected area „ARDA
BRIDGE”

PA "Arda Bridge" is biodiversity:
located in the Eastern o 142 species of birds;
Rhodopes, and it is o 31 are included in the Red Book of Bulgaria;
part of the River Arda. o Rare plants;
It is situated in the o Rock Formations.
valley between the
village Rabovo and
Madjarovo, along with
wooded
mountain
slopes and cliffs of
Iranov ridge that form
the boundary of the
area.

Pretected Area „The Big
Scree”

It includes spectacular rock formations, talus,
PA"The Big scree" is
within the territory of shrubs and trees. Diverse vegetation, forests chia
pet (xerophilic) consisting mainly of oak (Quercus
the villages Studen
kkadenetz and Rabovo, frainetto, Q.pubescens, Q.cerris). Covers rock
complexes, shrubs and oak trees essential for the
Municipality
conservation of the avifauna. Here are found 20
Stambolovo. Located on species of nesting birds included in the Red Book of
the north shore of the Bulgaria and 47 have an unfavorable conservation
dam lake "Studen
status in Europe. Among them: the griffon vulture,
kladenetz". It covers
Egyptian vulture, owl, long-legged buzzard, black
rugged and inaccessible stork, Masked Shrike, rock nuthatch, Short-toed
area located between
Eagle, Black Kite. For the Griffon Vulture "The big
scree" is one of the two most important nesting
the wall of the dam "
Studen kladenetz " and places here. Here nest between 9 and 14 pairs of a
total of 65 in the country.
Kachlabuyuk gully.

Protected area
"Habitat of
Thracian wedge"

Protected area "Habitat
of Thracian klin" is
located in the village
Vodenci, Municipality
Stambolovo.

PA "Habitat of Thracian klin" aims to conserve
the plant species Thracian klin (Astracantha
thracica L.) and its habitat. The plant species is
included in the Red Book of Bulgaria. It is also
called Thracian Astragalus.
In Bulgaria there are only 3 fields that it grows
- in Yambol, Sliven and Stmbolovo region.
Populations of the species grow on rocky
limestone terrain. It inhabits rocky grasslands
and shrub areas and grows on shallow, dry and
eroded soils.

Natural sites "Sheitan
Kypryu" – Haberlea
Rodopensis
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Located under the wall An area of interesting rock formations covered
with sparse vegetation.
of the dam "Studen
kladenetz" in the
narrowest part of the
valley of Arda River on
the rocks.

Located between the A Thracian sanctuary consisting of a group of
villages of Pchelari and rocks, on which are carved several trapezoidal
Dolno
Cherkovishe niches for religious use. The site is a protected
Stambolovo
area of national importance.
Municipality
and
Kotlari,
Municipality
Madan, before the iron
bridge over the Arda
River.
Asphalt road reaches
100 meters from the
site.
Karadzha Inler Cave

Byal Kladenetz village,
Byuyuk River gorge,
neighbourhood .
Chitmahle

The cave is one-branched, with a total length of
101 m, formed in limestone rocks. Inhabited by
different species of bats.
The Turkish "karadzha" means a small doe, and
"Inler" is the plural of "yin" - "cave." Mapped
on 23/11/1970 by Boris Kolev, "Aida"
Haskovo.

Kovan Kaya Cave

The village of Dolno
Cherkovishte

One floor, unbranched cave with length of 14 m
and a displacement of 2 m
The name of the site, translated in Bulgarian
means "Honey Rock". The rock in which the
cave is formed, are known for their niches Thracian sanctuaries. The area of the cave was
placed under the protection of the Law for
protection of the environment.

Zondana Cave

The village of Dolno
Cherkovishte

Damp cave with length 76 m and 18 m Multidisplacement, branched.
The name derives from the Turkish word
"zandan" ("prison"). According to legend,
during Ottoman rule in the cave were thrown
those who tried to flee from slave caravans.

The Big Cave

The village of Dolno
Cherkovishte, the area
Guan Kaya

Wet floor, unbranched, with a total length of 23
m

Interactive exhibition
„The biodiversity in the
valley of Arda”

The interactive exhibition
is located between the
villages of Pchelari and
Dolno Cherkovishte
shortly before the rock
niches "Copper Stone"
(Kovan Kaya) and before
the railway bridge over
the Arda River.

for contacts: +359 (0)
887389121 и +359 (0) 887

In the interactive exhibition "The biodiversity
in the valley of Arda" there is a showroom
representing biodiversity, as well as minerals
and rocks typical of the Eastern Rhodopes.
In the exhibition you can get information about:
• Nature, culture and history of the Eastern
Rhodopes and in particular the most
characteristic features in the valley of Arda;
• Routes, accommodation and dining area;
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• Activities for the conservation of biodiversity.
Moreover, the building of the exhibition
provides opportunities for showing educational
films, seminars and other training sessions. It
provides bird-watvhing tour with a guide and
two of ecological trails, including observation
of rare birds in their natural environment.

RELIGIOUS SITES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Christian places of worship in the municipality Stambolovo:
• "St. Mary" the village of Gledka;
• "St. Mary" thr village of Golyam izvor ;
• "St. Elias", the viilage Dolno Botevo;
• "The Assumption" , the village of Dolno Cherkovishte;
• "St. Dimitar", the village of Zhalti briag ;
• "St. Prophet Iliya" the village of Kraljevo;
• "St. Elias" the village of Malak Izvor;
• "St. Elias the Prophet" the village of Silen ;
• "Holy Apostles Peter and Paul" the village of Stambolovo;
• "St. St. Konstantin and Elena" the village of Tankovo;
• "St. Prophet Iliya" the village of Tsareva poliana.

Muslim places of worship:
Mosques in the villages: Balkan , Bial kladenetz, Vodenci, Voyvodenets, Gledka,
Golobradovo, Dolno botevo, Dolno Cherkovishte, Dolno pole,Zhalti Briag, Zimovina,
Kraljevo, Liaskovec, Madzhari, Malak izvor, Pchelari, Popovets, Patnikovo, Rabovo and
Svetoslav.

Turbes (Turkish tombs) in the villages: Tzareva poliana, Liaskovets and Kraljevo.
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Wine tourism sites

Name of site and contact details Location and prices

Short description/features

Wine tourism sites in
Stambilovo Municipality
Stambolovo Winery

Located in the village
boulevard, near the
building of the
Municipality
Stambolovo
Prices for tasting:
according to
consumption

Contacts:
"New indusrtrial company " JSC
6300 Haskovo,
№1"Dimitrovgradsko shose ",
tel: +359 38 661661 / fax: +359
38 661750
Radoslav Radev
Sales director
Mobile phone : +359 887 864083
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For decades, the name of the winery
"Stambolovo" traditionally is associated with
the best examples of local wine. The merlot
from Stambolovo region is internationally
known and recognized as one of the most
typical and valuable examples of Bulgarian
Merlot wines in the world. This is a model
winery with long experience in the production
of traditional Bulgarian wines. The winery is
owned by the "New Industrial Company",
which is also the owner of Haskovo Winery,
which continues today the tradition of the
ancient Thracians, by producing a wide range
of high quality red wines.

r.radev@lovico.eu
Dimo Karaboyukov”s
"Bakalnitza TRAKIA"

His house is in the
village of Popovetz,
and his vineyard is
located in the village
land in the "Barakova
fountain" area on a
territory of 50 acres.
Prices: Two of the
rooms can
accommodate a
family with a child at
a cost 35 lev per
room. The guest
rooms are in a
household setting. A
double room is 15
BGN per person.

Dimo Karaboyukov grows bio-grapes and is the
owner of a house for rural and agri-tourism. He
welcomes all year-round visitors with prior
arrangement. Groups can be up to ten people. The
house has two bedrooms, a common living room
and tavern with satellite TV. It is equipped with a
refrigerator, microwave, wood stove for cooking.
There is wireless internet.
His vineyard was created in 1987 by the collective
farms of the village of Stambolovo as itd harveswas
then processed by the winery "Stambolovo" for the
famous brand of wine "Merlot Stambolovo."
For 14 years he has managed it by growing
organically wine grape varieties, such as "Merlot",
"Pamid" and dessert grapes "Bolgar". Dimo makes
homemade wine after a traditional family recipe,
passed down from generations, starting from his
grandfather Dimo from 1930 and handed over to his
son and grandson Dimo.

Contact details :
phone. 0373/90922
0887/781022
email: dikar49g@abv.bg
website: www.biotrakia.bg

ACCOMMODATION

Name of site and contact details

Location and prices Short description / features

Hotels and restaurants in
Stambolovo Municipality
Arda Hotel Complex

Phone for reservations: 0884101001
e-mail: info@complexarda.com

Dolno Cherkovishte
village, located about
10 km after the dam
wall of lake "Studen
kladenetz", 50 km
south of the town of
Haskovo. Situated
near the iron bridge
under the Moon arch,
on the left bank of
the river Arda.
Prices: 50 BGN per
night, includes:
breakfast, use of
sauna, gym and pool.

The complex is situated in a
unique location combining
beautiful scenery, Thracian
niches, caves and bizarre rock
formations.
The "Arda" Complex consists
of a hotel, individual houses,
restaurant, gym, sauna and
outdoor pool. All rooms have a
private bathroom and TV. The
restaurant serves traditional
Bulgarian cuisine, fresh fish
and good wines. For
workshops and seminars the
complex offers a conference
room.
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The "Perpera" tourist The "Perpera" tourist village
village is located 100 consists of 5 houses for
meters from the Arda recreation, including 2
River near the niches bedrooms for 4 persons,
"Copper Stone"
bathroom, kitchen, living room
(Kovan Kaya), the
and outdoor patio with
Thracian ritual rock barbecue. The houses are
complex "Lion Rock" equipped with a fireplace, TV
and 2 km from the
and internet connection.
dam wall of "Studen The complex has 6 bungalows,
kladenetz" lake.
including bathroom, bedroom
area with 2 single beds or a
prices:
double bed, kitchenette and an
holiday house open porch.
80
BGN
per
night
Phone 088 491 9982
The bungalows are equipped
(sleeps 4 people);
with air conditioning, TV and
bungalow for
email: perpera@dir.bg
internet connection.
recreation
website:
The village has an outdoor
https://www.facebook.com/complex.perpera/in 50 BGN per night
pool for the spring-summer
(sleeps 2 people);
fo
season and a cafe.
Provides a guide for 2 eco
trails. Picnics can be
organized.
Tourist village Perpera

Gledka Hotel

phone 03721/2238
GSM 0882 534 288
email: hotel_gledka@abv.bg и facebooc.
website: http://hotelgledka.hit.bg/

Mako Hotel

Gledka hotel is
located in the village
of Gledka,
Stambolovo
Municipality and is
situated 22 km from
the town of Haskovo.
Gledka Hotel is
located on the lake
Stambolovo and
offers excellent
conditions for
fishing.
Prices: Price for 1
night with breakfast
is 30 BGN, for
organized group
visits there is a
discount.

Gledka hotel has been
completely renovated and
offers 26 double rooms and 4
suites. The rooms have
balconies and are equipped
with minibar, TV, central
heating convector, private
bathroom, a bathroom with
bath.
The complex has a restaurant
with 80 seats, conference hall
with 80 seats, a cafe, a summer
garden with 200 seats and
parking for 80 cars, spa, gym
and indoor pool.

The village of
Stambolovo

Family hotel Mako, Haskovo
offers the following amenities:
restaurant, TV set, kitchen,
cable television, refrigerator,
mini-bar, phone, bathroom /
toilet, balcony, view, iron,

Prices: 20 BGN per
bed
14

currency exchange.
The restaurant has 15 seats.

Contact details :
phone. 03721/22 19
e-mail: ekro_1980@abv.bg
Hotel Complex The village of
Nikodia
Tsareva Polyana

Contact details :
M. Stoev 0879 186081 manager
N. evtimov 0888 202459 owner
office: Haskovo, 20А Aton Street
Еmail: nicolabg@gmail.com

Tourist centre for eco tourism „Hut” - the
village of Tankovo

The complex consists of 5
villas with barbecue,
swimming pool, jacuzzi,
Prices: The capacity sauna, fitness room, bicycles.
of a villa is 6 persons Three of the houses are for
with a total price of accommodation - on the
second floor each has a
120 Levs
bedroom for two, a room with
two beds, a balcony and a
bathroom and on the first floor
– a living room with fireplace,
bathroom, kitchen, porch, hall
and storage, as the sofa can be
converted into double bed and
is the size of a double bed.

Located in the "Katly
bounar" - near the
village of Tynkovo.
You can reach the hut
along
2 km. road covered
with rubble, there is
a parking lot.

contact details :
phone. +359(0) 879635898
Tourist accommodation – the village of Balkan Balkan village

Phone +359(0) 89684754

Located next to the
dam.
Prices: 30 BGN per
room

The renovated hut with ski
slope belongs to Stambolovo
Municipality and has a
capacity for 34 . The building
has water and electricity.
There is heating. It has a
tourist kitchen and dining
room.
The ski slope is about one
kilometer. The area is located
at 700 meters above sea level.

The base has 6 rooms with 4
beds. Each room has its own
bathroom. Common kitchen
with dining room provides
cooking facilities and meals
for visitors.
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Petko Angelov’s

Contact details :
Phone .0888/391487
e-mail: Eincorn@abv.bg

Guest House Toklmakli

For contacts and reservations - Nedyalko
Georgiev :
phone: 0887187404 and 037219222
Email: tokmakli2001@gmail.com

www: http://tokmakli.blogspot.com
ТУРИСТИЧЕСКИ МАРШРУТИ
ROUTES
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Petko Angelov welcomes
visitors all year in groups up to
15 people. Visitors can see and
even participate in preparing
traditional spelled bread, in
harvesting, threshing and other
Price for groups of 7- agricultural activities,
especially interesting during
8 people is 5 BGN
per person, and for the traditional Day of the
individual visitors - bread, which is held during the
last week of July in the village
10 BGN.
of Rabovo, Municipality
Stambolovo . You can stay at
his house guest "Tepavitsata."
In Petko and his wife Sarah's
house you can try many
traditional local dishes, bread
by bio-grane, including
spelled.
In July, there is a re-enactment
of the harvest spelled during
the festival of bread in the
village of Rabovo. Guests of
the festival follow the path of
the spelled bread, considered
the oldest cereal in Bulgaria from harvesting to baking and
they can try freshly baked
bread..
Rabovo village,
Municipality
Stambolovo
Prices: Overnight is
14 BGN per person.

Tokmakli village,
It has a large yard and parking
located on the
lot for 12 cars.
eponymous lake, near The house offers 22 beds in 5
Stambolovo, 25 km. rooms with 2 or 3 beds and 2
from the town of
suites. 3 of the rooms and
Haskovo.
suites have private bathrooms.
The guest house "Tokmakli"
Prices: 20 to 30 BGN has a well equipped kitchen
with everything you need cutlery, crockery and kitchen
equipment, allowing guests to
prepare their own meals. A few
kilometers from the lake is the
village of Stambolovo.

Ten main routes have been developed. Besides these, there are local routes (eco trails), some of
which are also described. Thus, in each region you can optionally walk several additional radial
routes.
In the Tourist Information Centre in Stambolovo, in the interactive exhibition "Biodiversity in
the valley of Arda” and in the tourist center for eco-tourism" Hut "- Tankovo, there is detailed
information on major routes, as well as an opportunity for individual routes, designed for you
and your group .
ROUTE ONE: (three days) Winery the village of Stambolovo – Interactive exhibition
"The biodiversity in the valley of Arda”, the village of Dolno Cherkovishte – dam lake
"Studen kladenetz" - "Tepavitsata", Rabovo village - Dimo Karaboyukov’s, the village of
Popovets – the village of Stambolovo. The route is about 70 km which can be travelled by
car or bike. The same route can be traversed in one day, if you select only one part of the
tourist sites.
ROUTE TWO: (three days) Historical Museum "Kardazhali" - Perperikon – the village
of Studen Kladenetz (dam lake "Studen kladentz") - Conservation Center "Eastern
Rhodopes" - "Tepavitsata" and the mosque in the village Rabovo - Overnight at hotel
"Arda"or "Perpera”, the village of Dolno Cherkovishte – Intractive exhibition "The
biodiversity in the valley of Arda" and "St. Assumption "Chiurch in Dolno Cherkovishte –
natural landmark the Rock niches" Copper Stone "(" Kovan Kaya ") -" The Lion Rock "the village of Dolno Cherkovishte, Thracian tomb - the village of Pchelari - Winery,
Stambolovo - Regional Museum of History, the town of Haskovo. The route is about 120 to
130 km that can travelled by car. The same route can be traversed for 1 or 2 days if you
select only part of the tourist sites.
From Interactive exhibition "The biodiversity in the valley of Arda" you can walk to
"Kovan Kaya" and along the eco-trail "The Lion's Head". Stepping on it, you will be able
to see the rock 'Bin Kaya "and two Thracian tombs and watch the many natural resources
found around.
The trail starts from the parking lot and a pavilion located near the rock "Kovan-Kaya".
The rock "Kovan-Kaya" is full of dozens of artificially carved trapezoidal holes known in
the archaeological literature with the name pear-shaped or cult niches. Here in the sky can
often be seen soaring Griffon and Egyptian vultures. Over Arda may also see more - black
storks and gray herons. The trail follows a small creek and after about 200 meters up to
two tombs carved into the rock. On the vault of the larger one there are red-crested
swallows. The trail climbs through diluted oak trees, among which are found as individual
specimens dogwood and ash. In places like undergrowth participates the prickly evergreen
shrub zalist. It is particularly notable in the winter when its dark green leaves stand out
against the dry leaves covering the oak trees. After about 15 minutes of walking you will
reach the natural phenomenon "the Lion's Head". If you go close to the rocks, they do not
look so impressive, but they do provide an excellent vantage point. From the east it
overlooks the protected areas "Maiden Rock" and "Black Rock," as well as the protected
area Madzharovo. To the south you can see the rocks in the protected area "The arch", to
the West you can see the protected area "The big scree" and the protected area "Studen
kladentz" "the Lion's rock" is a good point to monitor the soaring diurnal birds of prey.
From here you can see a large number of species, including endangered and listed in the
Red Book of Bulgaria. For an hour and a bit of luck in the spring and summer from here
can be seen Griffon and Egyptian vultures, Long-legged buzzards, Lesser spotted eagles,
Lesser eagles, short-toed eagles and honey-buzzards.
After "the Lion's Rock " the path follows the northwest, passing through dilute oak forest.
An experienced hiker could distinguish the voices of many songbirds - Chaffinch, Robin,
fir singer, a great and blue tit, blackbird, grosbeak and others. Permanent residents here
are the jay and the great spotted woodpecker. The trail ends at the road to the town of
Haskovo. In the last 100-200 meters it passes through a stretch of bushes bordering open
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spaces. Here you can see birds typical of this type of habitat - the red and Woodchat shrike,
gray and black-headed and Cirl bunting, linnet.
In spring and summer on the trail you can meet interesting reptiles. Most easily observed
are the two species of tortoises - and Hermann and the spur-thighed tortoise. The Eastern
Rhodopes are one of the few places in Bulgaria where these species still have high
numbers. Apart from them, you can see more Montpellier snake, viper, green lizard and
European glass lizard.
Markings: brown and black horizontal stripe.
Length of the eco-trail: 3 km.
ROUTE THREE: (three days) The Regional History Museum Haskovo - Alexandrovo
tomb, the village of Alexandrovo - "St. Elijah " Chapel" St. George "- the Turbe (Turkish
tomb), the village of Tzareva poliana - Turbe (Turkish tomb) the village of Kraljevo, Chala
- Tourist center for eco-tourism" Hut "and" St. St. Constantine and Elena "Church, the
village of Tankovo – the town of Haskovo. You can stay at Hotel "Nikodia", Hotel "View"
or in the guest house in the village of Tokmakli. The route is about 95 km long and covers
major sites of cultural and religious tourism that can be traveled by car or by bicycle.
ROUTE FOUR: (three days) Kardzhali - Solishte village - the village of Beli Plast – the
village of Gorna krepost – the reserve "Valchi Dol " - the fortress Asara - Thracian Tomb,
the village of Pchelari - Kovan Kaya, the village of Dolno Cherkovishte - Thracian tombs,
Dolno Cherkovishte - Thracian sanctuary "Lion Rock - Interactive exhibition
"The biodiversity in the valley of Arda", the village of Dolno Cherkovishte - winery
Stambolovo – the town of Haskovo.
The route is about 105 km and can be travelled by car or by bicycle. You can stay in Petko
Angelov’s „Tepavitsata” in the village of Rabovo or in a hotel complex"Arda" or
"Perpera". The route is mixed and includes cultural and ecological sites.
On the territory of this route can be seen deposits of concise bindweed (Convolvus
compactus) of the family Convolvulaceae; Reihenbach’s iris (Iris reihenbachii) from the
family of Iris (Balkan endemic) Strandja soapwort (Saponaria stranjensis) of the family
Caryophyllaceae (Bulgarian endemic) , Rosen (Dictanmus albus) from the family
Rutaceae. The Orpheus flower - Silivryak (Haberlea rhodopensis) can be seen, which is
one of the oldest and rarest plants in the European flora. It belongs to the family
Gesneriaceae. Haberleya is a perennial herb with dark green serrated and slightly curled
leaves collected in leafy rosettes, which cling tightly to the soil. Leaves hibernate and live
for about 2 years. Blooms are located on flowering, 15 cm tall. They are delicate pale pink
to dark purple, funnel-shaped. The root system is very weak. It blooms from late April to
late May. Haberleya forms dense thickets on the rocks. It is located primarily on the rocks
around the Devil's Bridge.
ROUTE FIVE: (three days) Natural sights "Stone Mushrooms" in the village of Beli Plast,
near Kardzhali - Kroyatsite hut - Reserve Valchi Dol - Conservation Center "Eastern
Rhodopes" – dam lake "Studen kladentz" – Protected area "The Big scree" - "
Tepavitzata” in the village of Rabovo or hotel complexes "Arda" and "Perpera" –
Interactive exhibition "the Biodiversity in the valley of Arda." The route is about 105 km
that can be travelled by car or by bicycle. This route is primarily for lovers of ecological
tourism.
There can be seen fields of Rhodopean haberlea (Haberlea rhodopensis) of the family
Gesneriaceae - relict species and Balkan endemic; carrot-like stefanofiya (Stefanoffia
Daucoides) otsem. Umbelliferae; Cleo (Cleome Ornitopodioides) of the family Cleomaceae.
From the representatives of avifauna can be seen Griffon Vultures (Gyps fulvus), Egyptian
vultures (Neophron percnopterus), black storks (Ciconia nigra) and others.
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ROUTE SIX: (three days) Svilengrad - Fortress "Mezzek" and the Thracian Tomb Mezek
- Lyubimetz - "The Deaf Stones" - Nature conservation center Madzharovo. There you can
spend the night in the center or in some of the apartments in the city of Madzharovo. The
next day, continue to the village of Dolno Cherkovishte where you see the natural
landmark Rock niches "Copper Stone" ("Kovan Kaya") – Interactive exhibition "the
biodiversity in the valley of Arda" as well several Thracian tombs situated around and
the Thracian sanctuary on the Lion Rock . You can stay overnight in a hotel complexes
"Arda" or "Perpera" and in the morning go back the opposite route to Svilengrad. The
route is 130 km, which can be mainly travelled by l car. This is a mixed route covering
cultural and ecological tourism.
TOUR SEVEN (three days) Svilengrad wine tasting in the Wine Cellar "Katardzhina
Estate", the village of Mezek - Fortress "Mezzek" and the Thracian Tomb Mezek - wine
tasting in the wine cellar Castra Rubra, Harmanli – The humpback bridge and the castle
"Castra Rubra", near the village of Izvorovo, accommodation in hotels or houses in
Harmanli - Winery Stambolovo – Turbe, the village of Kraljevo. Overnight at hotel
"Gledka" or villa Tokmakli. The next day, go on with tasting the wine in Wine "Light
castle" and visit the ancient villa "Armira", which is located 4 km west of Ivaylovgrad.
Finally move back to Svilengrad, go through the checkpoint Slaveevo, which shortens the
part of the road. The route is about 120 km, which can be mainly travelled by car. The
route includes wine tourism sites and cultural tourism.
ROUTE EIGHT: (three days) Kardzhali - Reserve "Valchi Dol" - Conservation Center
"Eastern Rhodopes”, the village of Studen kladenetz -" Tepavitsata", Rabovo village –
Protected area "The big scree "- intractive exhibition "The Biodiversity in the valley of
Arda ", the vilage of Dolno Cherkovishte - Conservation Center, Madzharovo - Wild
Farm, the village of Gorno pole or Bong’s and Gargini houses, the village of Gorno Pole Haskovo. The route is 130 km, which can be mainly travelled by car. The route covers
tourist sites of ecological tourism.
From interactive exhibition "The biodiversity in the valley of Arda” you can walk on foot
along the eco trail " Oreshari. "
The trail starts at the bridge over the Arda River to the junction to the village of
Strandjevo. It passes along a third-class road that begins west of the bridge and moves
along the southern bank of the river Arda. The trail runs along the border of the protected
area "Oreshari" which makes it possible to monitor a large number of species without
disturbing them in their breeding places. South of it lies an oak forest, dotted by a variety
of shrubs like dogwood, sumac, elderberry, hawthorn, prickly zalist. In places the forest is
blocked by thick vines - wild vine, hops, ivy. North of the trail passes the river Arda. In its
sandy bed, you can see the rare and priority for conservation bushes of tamariks. Along
Arda tourists can see another rare habitat, a priority for conservation under the Habitats
Directive. This is co-community of black alder. The small cone-like fruit of the alder are
particularly interesting for the children. In sandy strips you can see the steps of the
endangered otter. With a little luck and sharp eye, among the sparse vegetation on the
sandy soil near the Arda you can be see a rare and secretive bird – the turilak, also known
for his great eyes grey-eyed Stone Curlew. More easily you can spot on sand and gravel
beaches another smaller, but no less cute bird – the river Plover.
Just with one turn of the head to the left tourists passing along the path can change the
views of riparian species and habitats with the rocks of the protected area "Oreshari" and
the rock-loving species living on the them. Alpine swifts and daw attract the attention with
their screaming. Particularly impressive are the swifts whose flocks fly in a synchronous
flight over 100 miles per hour, like squadrons of jet fighters. Daw, that novice naturalists
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know as inhabitants of cities, nesting in roofs, here nest in holes in the rocks, away from
the protection of the people. Raptors are a common sight. The trail is an air crossroads of
the Griffon and Egyptian vultures. You can not miss their large silhouettes hovering over
rocks. The long-legged buzzard, peregrine falcon and Kestrel are also among the species
that can be seen here. The Black Stork is another rare bird that tourists can see both on the
rocks of Oreshari and hunting along the Arda River.
In spring and summer on the trail you can meet interesting reptiles. Most easily noticed
are the two species of tortoises - and Hermann and the spur-thighed tortoise. The Eastern
Rhodopes are one of the few places in Bulgaria where these species still have high numbers
For about 20 minutes you will reach the end point of the trail - a fountain with nice, cold
water.
Marking: red and white horizontal line.
Length of eco-trail 1 km.
ROUTE NINE: (three days) Sofia – the Sanctuary of the Nymphs at the village Kasnakovo
– the Thracian tomb near Alexandrovo – the Thracian tomb and fortress Neutizikon near
Mezek – the Rock church near the village of Mihalic- the Fortress Bukelon at Matochina Ljubimetz - "The deaf stones" - Conservation Center, Madzharovo – the Rock niches
"Kovan Kaya, Dolno Cherkovishte - Haskovo - Sofia. The route is about 660 km that can
be travelled by car or bus.
ROUTE TEN: (three days) Svilengrad - Fortress "Mezzek" and the Thracian Tomb Mezek
– the Mosque in Haskovo – the Thracian Tomb, Alexandrovo – the Turbe in the village of
Tzareva poliana - the mosque in the village of Zhalti Briag – the Turbe in the village
Kraljevo and the village Liaskovec – the mosque in the village of Dolno Cherkovishte Svilengrad. The route is for religious tourism and is about 220 km, which can be travelled
mostly by car or bus.
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS:
The ornitological diversity of the Eastern Rhodopes makes this place a paradise for birds.
Here you can observe: black stork, Egyptian Vulture, Griffon Vulture, Golden Eagle and
other rare birds. In the interactive exhibition "THE BIODIVERSITY IN THE VALLEY
OF ARDA" you can hire a MOUNTAIN GUIDE TO MAKE YOUR TOUR unforgettable.
IF you are an avid fisherman and want to enjoy a good catch, visit Studen kladenetz Dam
lake and the numerous ponds around it. The river Arda with its tributaries will surprise
you, too. Here you may encounter: catfish, carp, perch and a dozen LOCAL FISH.
On the territory of the municipality of STAMBOLOVO meet Christianity and Islam, so
here you can meet both Christian and Muslim religious temples, which are built over two
centuries. They represent indigenous beliefs, religion and architecture.
ENJOY THE FAMOUS STAMBOLOVO WINE - Merlot STAMBOLOVO! Be sure to
taste the homemade ecological wine at Dimo Karaboyukov’s n the village of POPOVETS!
TRY the HEALTHIEST spelled bread prepared according to old technology at Petko
Angelov’s „Tepavitzata” in the village of Rabovo!
Take a boat trip in the dam lake " Studen kladenetz " and experience a strong emotion
with kayaks along the Arda River!
Watch the fallow deer and doe in the hunting area "Studen kladenetz!"
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If you like cultural events, DO NOT FORGET THAT DIFFERENT CULTURECENTRES
AND the Tokmakli house will provide you a pleasant moment with the recreated local
traditions, customs, and will introduce you to the achievements of the local artists.
Whether you are interested in biodiversity, tourism, fishing and hunting, visiting ecoattractions, vineyards, wine tasting, or all at once, you can contact our staff to provide you
with the best program to suit your preferences .
Do not forget that the staff of Tourist Information Centre - Stambolovo and the staff of the
hut in Tunkovo and the interactive exhibition "the biodiversity in the valley of Arda” Dolno Cherkovishte are available. If you want to make a request in advance, you can use
the following Email addresses:
• stambolovotour@gmail.com
• tankovotour@gmail.com
• cherkovotour@gmail.com.
НА ИНФОРМАЦИЯ
USEFUL INFORMATION
IMPORTANT!
Ambulance, Fire, Police: tel 112
Fire: - the village of Dolno botevo, Stambolovo municipality .
Police: Police Station Stambolovo Stambolovo, District Haskovo, 03721/2220, 038/640 628;
Health care:
Doctors: Onnik Kevork Kevorkian - Stambolovo, Phone: 0888/29 44 13, 03721/215, 396,
Petra Delcheva Atanasova - s Zimovina Telephone: 0888 29 43 91; 03721/251Stanislav
Georgiev Arkumarev - s.Silen Telephone : 0889/61 44 80, 03743/215
Dentists: Vania Georgieva Latunova – the village of Zhalti Briag, Phone: 0898764739
Latin Georgiev Latunov - Dolno botevo, Phone: 0888870091
Pharmacy " Say and Sibel " - Phone: 03721/320.
Hospice "Medical Assistance" - Stambolovo, District Haskovo provides after-care
treatment of adults with chronic illness after stroke, surgery, terminal conditions, daily
care.
Mountain Rescue Service http://www.pss.bg, 112 - Emergency telephone, 088 1470 ,
mobile, 02 963 2000 . For information or advice - 088 1471 - AMC mobile.
BTS site www.btsbg.org
Central Bus Station - Telephone inquiries 090021000
www.centralnaavtogara.bg
Railway stations
http://globaltour.bg.

-

Reference

02/981-11-10

phones,

fax:

02/987-71-51

Banks: INTERNATIONAL ASSET BANK Branch Stambolovo Tel. 03721/2237
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Other services:
• Car wash "Smile" ET "Agro 97 Iancho Talev" - Stambolovo, 0887 44 12 88 Petya
Yancheva Taleva, e-mail: petya.yancheva @ gmail.com

This document was created with the financial support of the Program for Rural
Development, Measure 313 "Encouragement of tourism activities". Stambolovo
Municipality has the sole responsibility for the content of the document has and under no
circumstances can it be assumed that this document reflects the official position of the
Government of the Republic of Bulgaria, represented by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food and the State Fund Agriculture.
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